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On Thursday 11th Nov 2010, 8-10pm (GMT), Cockney Nutjob will be hosting 'The Crazy Beatz Show'
live from Bournemouth on http://www.brap.fm/ 

Get the free MP3 download link by scrolling to the bottom reply. 

Tune in and enjoy some crazy vibes along with the usual lively, get you in the mood for the weekend mix
of bass driven music. On this weeks show I will be focusing on the world of Breaks and you can catch an
exclusive guest mix from Breakspoll Breakthrough Producers, BSD. Promoting there recently released
'Malditos Bass-Star-Dos!' album on their own label Machine Muzik.  

BSD (BASS-STAR-DOS) began as a project in 1998, formed by two French lovers of electronic music,
alternative trends and indie movement. Without resources, and virtually no experience producing dance
music, they had to wait almost 10 years to realize the concept in which they wanted to make BSD. Their
goal when introduced in the production of dance music was clear: Give the public what the public wants,
working always in search of a musical identity, a style that characterizes us, but transmitting range of
sounds at the same time. Currently, with little more than a year showing the public their particular
ideology, they have reaped success after success under iBreaks Records label, which bet on them at
first, reaching up to the top of the global Breaks scene, finally confirming them as one of the most prolific
producers of recent times. Proof of this is the "Breakthrough Producer 2010" award, which was
bestowed to them in the last edition of Breakspoll Awards (2010). 

Heres what they have posted on their Facebook page about there album. 'Our first album, is the work of
several months in which we have tried to capture our open minds and our obsession with attractive
sounds. To present this project, we have created 10 new tracks, which will be accompanied by another 8
tunes published under iBreaks Records label, forming a compilation full of variety with a predominance
of Breaks genre. In this album you will find tracks clearly influenced by the purest Elektro-Breaks of the
early decade ("EBM", "Elektro-Life"); casual and fresh sounds characteristic of Tech-Funk ("Joe Jacks”,
"Overestimate", "Hard 'n' Bass", etc.); Oldskool impressive percussions ("Total Cucumber"); as well as
tracks inspired by Bassline and NuSkool Breaks predominant in the UK ("Everybody Scream", "You
Must Find Strength"). In addition, we wanted to honor one of our sources of inspiration in this adventure
in Breaks music, as in the case of "Party Groove", a production subtitled as "Breaks Phenomenon"
honoring the NuSkool Breaks classic "TSUNAMI ONE & BT : Hip Hop Phenomenon  1999." ' 
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To buy a copy of/listen to Malditos Bass-Star-Dos, follow the link to it on Beatport: 
http://bit.ly/dgxdpZ 

Or check out the BSD Myspace Page: 
http://www.myspace.com/bassstardos 

 :woohoo:       :woohoo:      :woohoo:       :woohoo:       :woohoo:  

If you want a fancy Brap FM player to tune in on, follow the link below: 
http://shout-on-air.googlecode.com/files/BrapFM.air 
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To get to the chat room follow the link below, add your user name and ignore the password, then click
login: 
http://www.brap.fm/chat/ 

Link to Facebook Fan Page 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cockney-Nutjob/47081933388?ref=ts 

And heres a link to my new blog: 
http://www.brap.fm/thecrazybeatzshow 

Finally, if you wanna download any previous shows or podcasts in iTunes follow the link below: 
http://itunes.apple.com/podcast/the-brap-fm-radio-archives/id399593647 

If you wanna download a standard mp3 of any previous shows or podcasts follow this link: 
http://www.brapradio.co.uk/v2/category/the-crazybeats-show  
 B) :woohoo:
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Tonight peeps...not to be missed  ;)
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Get the free MP3 Download and Tracklist by following the link below: 
http://www.brapradio.co.uk/2010/11/the-crazy-beatz-show-with-bsd-111110-ep27/
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